
p-adic aspects of modular forms 
10-20 June 5, 2014 @ IISER Pune 

 
Information for the participants 

 
Lectures: All lectures will be held in Room 201A on first floor of HR4 building.  
 
Registration: You can complete your registration from 9-11 a.m. on June 10th outside Room 201A 
in HR4. If you arrive after this time, you can complete your registration in the Mathematics Office 
on the 4th floor.  
 
Offices: Here are the offices in HR4 building and extension numbers of all speakers in the 
workshop: 
 
 R. Sujatha    B-405   8064 
 Jacques Tilouine   B-410   8083 

Baskar Balasubramanyam  B-407   8007 
 David Geraghty   B-212   8224 
 Mladen Dimitrov   B-212   8224 
 Haruzo Hida    B-113   8196 
 Debargha Banerjee   B-114   8167 
 A. Raghuram    B-416   8103 
 
Accommodation: Most of the participants will be staying in the Guest House (HR4) or Hostel-2. 
 
Computer Access: Two desktop terminals and a printer will be kept in Room 201B for use by the 
participants of the program. The login details are the following: 
  
 Username: padic2014 
 Password: 1iserp@dic 
 
You can also access the Internet over Wi-Fi using the following setting: 
 
 Wi-Fi SSID: IISERCONF 
 Password: 1iserp@dic 
 Proxy: 192.168.1.50 
 Port: 3128. 
 
Dining: The main dining hall in IISER Pune is located on the ground floor of HR4 building. 
Breakfast and lunch will be provided in one section of the dining hall. Dinner will be provided in 
the nearby TV Room. Breakfast will be available from 8-9 a.m. and dinner will available from 
7.45pm-9 p.m. Lunch timings will vary according to the program schedule. Mess is closed on 
Saturday Evening. 
 
Other eating options: 
Canteen in the basement of Hostel:  6pm till midnight. 
Canteen in front of h-cross: 9-7 from Mon-Sat 
Coffee counter at 4th floor of HR4: 9-7 from Mon-Sat. 
 
ATM: There is a State Bank of India ATM located in the lobby of HR4 building. If you need 
ATMs by other banks, there are many in Pashan or in Aundh. 



  
Shops: There are no shops on campus. You will have to go out from the main gate (on Pashan road) 
and on the left side there is NCL shopping complex (500 meters) and on the right hand side is 
Pashan Circle (about 1km). However some basic items such as soap, toothbrush, etc. can be bought 
in HR4 (ask for Mr.Sanjay Gomale at HR4 entrance). 
 
Medical: There are regular visits by doctors to the Wellness Center at certain times during the 
week. The Wellness Center is located in the Hostel Complex. The timings of their visits can also be 
found there. Medicines can be bought either in NCL shopping complex (closed between 1-5 pm) or 
at Pashan circle or in Aundh. In case of emergency, please contact security of either the hostel or 
HR4 and ask for a vehicle to go to a nearby hospital. First-aid-kit is also available in the New 
Hostel as well as in HR4. 
 
Security in the campus: Due to an upcoming Presidential visit, security is going to be very tight on 
campus. Please carry a photo id with you at all times. We apologize for the inconvenience and 
thank you for your cooperation.  
 
Leaving the campus: There are regular buses between the IISER Campus and Pashan Circle. There 
is also a bus to University Circle at 5:30 p.m. every day. You can also get an auto by walking out of 
the campus to Baner Road. The gate between IISER Pune and NCL is open between 4-9:30 pm 
everyday. You can walk via this gate to Baner Road as well. 
 
Weather Conditions: Mid-June is squarely in the monsoon season and we will likely see a lot of 
rain during the workshop. Please come prepared with an umbrella or a rain jacket. 
 
Contacts:  HR4 reception: (020) 25 90 8101 
  Hostel Reception: (020) 25 90 8193 

HR4 Guesthouse manager: Giridhar 73 50 196287 
Administrative Assistance: Suvarna Gharat (020 25 90 8062) 
General Information:  

Volunteers: Gunja, Makarand, Mihir and Neha.  
 

Cab Services in Pune: Wings Cab: (020) 40 10 0100, Travel Time: (020) 66 00 0000 


